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Abstract We demonstrate that dynamic nuclear polar-

ization of membrane proteins in lipid bilayers may be

achieved using a novel polarizing agent: pairs of spin labels

covalently bound to a protein of interest interacting at an

intermolecular interaction surface. For gramicidin A, ni-

troxide tags attached to the N-terminal intermolecular in-

terface region become proximal only when bimolecular

channels forms in the membrane. We obtained signal en-

hancements of sixfold for the dimeric protein. The en-

hancement effect was comparable to that of a doubly

tagged sample of gramicidin C, with intramolecular spin

pairs. This approach could be a powerful and selective

means for signal enhancement in membrane proteins, and

for recognizing intermolecular interfaces.
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Introduction

Since membrane proteins are notoriously difficult to crys-

tallize and sometimes perturbed by detergents, the recent

progress of studying membrane proteins in bilayer envi-

ronments (Opella and Marassi 2004; McDermott 2009;

Warschawski et al. 2011; Hong et al. 2012) by solid-state

nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR), has been very en-

couraging. There has been important progress regarding

sensitivity, the principal challenge for SSNMR of mem-

brane proteins, in that recent dynamic nuclear polarization

(DNP) studies indicate improvements of one or two orders

of magnitude for favorable cases (Carver and Slichter

1953; Becerra et al. 1995; Hall et al. 1997; Bajaj et al.

2007; Barnes et al. 2008) including some membrane pro-

teins (Rosay et al. 2003; Bajaj et al. 2009; Linden et al.

2011). In these studies, a protein in a lipid bilayer is mixed

with a solvent containing an exogenous biradical, for ex-

ample TOTAPOL (Song et al. 2006) or bTbK (Matsuki

et al. 2009). DNP has been used to illustrate mechanistic

aspects of membrane proteins such as bacteriorhodopsin

(Bajaj et al. 2009), and to enhance spectra of oriented

membrane samples (Salnikov et al. 2012).

Covalently bound radicals have been used previously as

structural probes for SSNMR studies of proteins (Nadaud

et al. 2007; Jaroniec 2012), and there has been a previous

example of covalently bound biradicals in the DNP lit-

erature (Vitzthum et al. 2011). Here we demonstrate that

doubly spin label tagged proteins and spin pairs that form

at intermolecular interfaces can also be used as enhance-

ment agents in cryogenic DNP-SSNMR, and that spin pairs

that come together at intermolecular contact surfaces can

be powerful sources of polarization. We illustrate this

technique using spin-labled samples of gramicidin recon-

stituted into proteoliposomes. Specifically N-terminal
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labeled gramicidin A (GALN) and double-labeled

gramicidin C (GCDL) were reconstituted into phospholipid

bilayers, DNP enhancements were measured and evaluated

based upon molecular geometry, and the overall impact of

the spin label to the sample T1 was evaluated. It is hoped

this work will create a new route toward membrane protein

DNP enhancements and act as a means to further under-

stand the role of radical-sample distances, bleaching, and

PREs in the DNP of membrane proteins. In addition, be-

cause the protein is directly spin labeled, there is no need

for an extensive glassy matrix to introduce and stabilize the

DNP polarizing agents, allowing larger amounts of sample

to be packed into the NMR rotor.

Materials and methods

GALN

N-terminally labeled gramicidin A (GALN) (Dzikovski

et al. 2011) was prepared as described previously, and

analysis was performed using the previously reported

structure.

Synthesis of double labeled gramicidin C (GCDL)

Naturally occurring gramicidin (gramicidin D) is a mixture

of three isoforms, gramicidins A, B and C in a ratio of

approximately 80 % A, 5 % B and 15 % C. Gramicidins B

and C have either phenylalanine or tyrosine, respectively,

replacing tryptophan at position 11 of gramicidin A.

Separation of gramicidin C (GC) from the mixture was

carried out in a procedure similar to an earlier report

(Pepinsky and Feigenson 1978). GC was then introduced

into the DCC-promoted coupling reaction with 2,2,5,5-te-

tramethyl-3-pyrrolin-1-oxyl-3-carboxylic acid, yielding a

double labeled product (GCDL), with spin labels attached

to the hydroxyl groups at the C-terminus and 11Tyr.

To 94 mg dry GC 16 mg of 4-dimethylaminopyridine

(DMAP) was added. 116 mg of 2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyr-

rolin-1-oxyl-3-carboxylic acid was dissolved in 0.83 ml

DMF and mixed with a 0.33 ml of 1 M N,N0-dicyclo-

hexylcarbodiimide (DCC) in CH2Cl2. The solution was

then added to the dry GC/DMAP mixture and the resulting

solution was allowed to stir for 96 h. After DMF was re-

moved in vacuum overnight, the reaction mixture was

initially washed by suspending/spinning down with several

portions of water until the triplet ESR signal of the su-

pernatant disappeared, then dried and applied to a column.

The column was packed with 230–400 mesh silica gel 60.

Chromatography was carried out under nitrogen pressure in

95:5 CHCl3/MeOH. The fractions were collected; each

fraction was checked by ESR and TLC. 81 mg of dry,

slightly yellowish powder was collected. Rf in CHCl3/

MetOH 9:1 is 0.47, ESI MS: m/z = 2192.5

Vesicle sample preparation

In each case protein was dissolved in a mixture of 5:1

CHCl3:MeOH and lipids were added in chloroform. The

solvent was initially removed by nitrogen gas flow, then the

samples were placed under vacuum for 3–12 h to remove

residual solvent. Protonated vesicles were obtained using a

mixture of DOPE (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-

ethanolamine) and DOPS (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-

pho-L-serine) at a 9:1 ratio and by adding a buffer composed

of 50 mM KCl, 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5) followed by 2–3 min of

vortexing and then a period of 10–15 min in a sonic bath after

the sample began to turn cloudy. Each sample was then

stored in a refrigerator for 2 h, after which time vesicles were

collected using centrifugation. Samples with different ratios

of lipid:protein were prepared as summarized in Table 1.

Samples with deuterated lipids and solvent were made by a

similar protocol, but using 50 mM KCl in D2O and 2H-lipids.

The samples were prepared using a protein:lipid molar ratio

of 1:6, with a lipid mixture composed of a zwitterion:anionic

lipid ratio of 9:1 (9 DSPE D70 (1,2-distearoyl(d70)-sn-g-

lycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) lipids: 1 DSPS D70 (1,2-

distearoyl(d70)-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine) lipids.

Samples were packed into 3.2 mm sapphire SSNMR rotors

(Bruker Biospin, Billerica, MA).

DNP spectra

All DNP spectra were acquired on site at Bruker Biospin

(Billerica, MA) using a 400 MHz Avance spectrometer

equipped with a low-temperature HCN triple channel DNP

Table 1 DNP signal enhancements

Number Protein Protein:lipid ea (±0.5)

1 GCDLb 1:6, 2H-lipids 3.5

2 GCDLb 1:3.5 3.5

3 GCDLb 1:6 3

4 GCDLb 1:17 3.5

5 GCDLb 1:17/1:6 3

6 GALNc 1:6, 2H-lipids 5

7 GALNc 1:3.5 6

8 GALNc 1:6 5.5

9 GALNc 1:17 5

10 GALNc 1:17/1:6 5

a e measured at peak with highest signal intensity, corresponding to

peak 4 in Fig. 3. e values appeared to be relatively uniform for other

peaks
b Average interspin distance is 9 Å
c Interspin distance is 7.5 Å
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probe, a 263 GHz gyrotron, and a l-waveguide. Set tem-

peratures for all experiments were maintained at

100–105 K, and MAS rates were maintained at 9 kHz

(estimated true sample temperature was 115–120 K). All
13C one-dimensional spectra were acquired with 1 ms
1H–13C cross polarization and 100 kHz of SPINAL-64

(Fung et al. 2000) decoupling. All 13C cross polarization

one-dimensional spectra of fully 1H samples were acquired

with 32 transients and a 6.5 s pulse delay. One-dimensional
13C spectra of GALN reconstituted into vesicles composed

of 2H-lipids were acquired with 1024 transients and a pulse

delay of 10 s. One-dimensional spectra of GCDL with 2H-

lipids were acquired with 3840 transients and a 3 s pulse

delay. The discrepancy is signal averaging time arose from

sample quantity limitations. 1H-lipid samples were pre-

pared with *4 mg of protein, while 2H-lipid samples

contained *1 mg of protein per sample. All reported 1H

T1 values were measured using inversion recovery

Results and discussion

A new spin labeled gramicidin was introduced for this

study, GCDL. GCDL was synthesized from gramicidin C

(GC) using DCC-promoted Steglich esterification similar

to C-terminal labeling of gramicidin A (GA) (Dzikovski

et al. 2004) as described above. The GC molecule has two

OH groups that participate in this reaction, one is at the

C-terminal end (as in GA), and another one is the phenyl

hydroxide of 11Y. Figure 1 shows a 77 K ESR spectrum of

double-labeled GCDL in 1,2-dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-

phocholine (DLPC) in comparison with single-labeled

gramicidin A (GASL), which is single-labeled at the

C-terminus. A detailed analysis of ESR spectra for GCDL

indicates that in the channel form these two spin labels are

located close to each other in the polar area of the bilayer,

near the membrane interface with an average distance be-

tween them *9 Å, but with a relatively broad distribution

of distances and relative orientations. One can see a broad

singlet-like feature corresponding to interaction between

spins separated by a short distance. GCDL has a free

N-terminus. It allows for formation of head-to-head dimers

(HHDs) in lipid bilayers of matching thickness (Dzikovski

et al. 2004), such as 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-

phocholine (DMPC) and DLPC. In these lipids there is

little difference in spectra between pure GCDL and a

mixture 1:19 GCDL/GA. It indicates that spins separated

by the short interspin distance are located on the same GC

monomer. The short distance and the presence of a broad

signal is consistent with the results of molecular modeling

for HHD (Fig. 2) which give a distance of *9 Å. Analysis

of the CW spectrum, similar to (Rabenstein and Shin 1995)

also gives an interspin distance estimate of *9 Å, with

presence of a minor fraction (\30 %) of spins separated by

a larger distance. Pulse Dipolar ESR (DQC-ESR) shows in

DLPC and DMPC a short interspin distance (\10 Å), along

with distances of *22–30 Å. These longer distances cor-

respond to separations between spin labels (C-terminal

label to 11Tyr label and C-terminal label to C-terminal la-

bel) located on different monomers of the HHD dimer.

Because the distance between spin labels on neighboring

molecules is[25 Å and so these interactions are likely not

to be relevant for the DNP polarization.

The current and previously reported DEER and DQC

ESR studies were used to constrain the fold of GALN and

GCDL as described previously (Dzikovski et al. 2004,

2011) and the proposed structures are presented in Fig. 2.

Upon gramicidin channel formation (dimerization), spin

labels on two different GALN molecules form a rigid bi-

radical pair with an interspin distance of 7.5 Å located at

the middle of the membrane hydrophobic core. This in-

terspin distance is shorter than typical interspin distances in

biradicals commonly used for DNP (*13 Å) (Hu et al.

2004; Song et al. 2006; Hu et al. 2008). The efficiency of

the cross effect using radicals at shorter than a 11 Å dis-

tance has not been evaluated in detail, but has been pos-

tulated to be efficient (Hu et al. 2004). Analysis of the

molecular coordinates in Hyperchem suggests relative

orientations of the two nitroxide tags forming the GALN

pair show a relative orientation of *26� between the

X-tensors, *21� between the Y tensors, and 27� between

the Z tensors. It is known that the optimal DNP effect is

observed when the tensors are closer to perpendicular

relative to parallel (Hu et al. 2004). Thus, the combination

of tensor orientation and distance could intensify the ob-

served DNP enhancement once optimized.

Fig. 1 ESR spectra of 0.6 % GCDL (red line) and GASL (blue line)

in DLPC at 77 K. The broad feature of the GCDL spectrum is due to

two spin labels attached to the same GC molecule in close proximity

to each other. Analysis according to (Rabenstein and Shin 1995) gives

an average interspin distance of *9 Å with a relatively broad

distance distribution
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Because all materials used in this study contain 15N and
13C resonances in natural abundance, in order to evaluate the

relative enhancements of protein signals the lipid signals

must be minimized. We found lipid signals can be dra-

matically suppressed in 1H–13C cross polarized 1D spectra of

samples of GALN and GCDL by creating proteoliposomes

composed of lipids with 2H enriched tails. 13C (Fig. 3) and
15N (Figure S1) spectra of these samples allowed us to better

resolve protein signals for this natural abundance membrane

protein and these spectra were utilized to determine the

overall signal enhancement of the protein peaks (Fig. 3). The

samples were prepared using a protein:lipid molar ratio of

1:6, with a lipid mixture composed of a zwitterion:anionic

lipid ratio of 9:1 (9 DSPE D70 (1,2-distearoyl(d70)-sn-g-

lycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) lipids: 1 DSPS D70 (1,2-

distearoyl(d70)-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine) lipids, a

composition that provides ample lipid to ensure complete

channel formation. It is important to note here only the lipids

and buffer were deuterated, but the protein sample remained

protonated. Thus, we were unable to determine the impact

protein deutration might have upon the signal enhancement

from the current data. Protein peaks were clearly visible in

the aliphatic and carbonyl regions, especially between 35

and 60 ppm where W, V, L, and G Ca resonances and L Cb
resonances were observed (Fig. 3a, b insets) (Quist 1998);

intensity from V and W Cb and L Cd resonances are also

evident in the methylene region (along with lipid signals).

The effect of the paramagnetic tag on the spectral quality and

lineshape was subtle or absent in most cases; however signals

from the W side chain (which are expected to be ap-

proximately 12 Å from the radicals) are broadened and

shifted compared to unlabeled gramicidin D (Figure S2). 15N

amide signals were observed using low-temperature 15N

DNP SSNMR (Figure S1). The DNP signal enhancements, e
(e = signal intensity with microwave irradiation/signal in-

tensity without microwaves), were uniform across all ob-

served peaks within the observed signal-to-noise ratio. For

GCDL e C 3.5, and for GALN e C 6. For a mono-radical

under these conditions, no detectible enhancement is seen; to

our knowledge this is the first example of the use of a bi-

molecular biradical at a molecular recognition interface for

polarization studies and it suggests a broad range of appli-

cations where polarization would be diagnostic of radical

pair formation at an interface. The enhancement of sixfold

results in a 36-fold improvement in data collection times, and

remarkably allowed for detection of membrane proteins

using natural abundance 13C. These results are promising,

considering the opportunity to further optimize the radicals’

relative geometry (Song et al. 2006; Matsuki et al. 2009).

We also considered the possibility that a radical tagged

protein could be used to serve as a magnetization source to

enhance the NMR of nearby molecules (lipid or protein).

While the standard DNP recipe has been useful for a

number of different kinds of samples, it is possible that

Fig. 2 Spin labeled gramicidin

compounds used in this study;

nitroxide moieties are shown in

red. a N-terminally labeled

gramicidin A (GALN). Two

spin labels, each from a

different monomer, form a

membrane embedded spin pair

in the dimer, with an

experimentally characterized

interspin distance of 7.5 Å.

b Doubly labeled gramicidin C

(GCDL) has spin pairs on each

gramicidin monomer, located

close to the membrane surface

and separated by an average

interspin distance of *9 Å. The

intermolecular interspin

distance between spin labels on

neighboring GCDL molecules is

[25 Å. The Right-handed, b6.3-

helical structure (PDB: 1MAG)

is depicted for both compounds,

as confirmed by ESR
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embedding radicals directly into the membrane might be

advantageous in some sample preparations, and could,

provide greater flexibility in the sample preparation of

membrane proteins for DNP, in part because it would not

require the introduction of a matrix holding the polarizing

agent allowing for a higher final sample concentration. For

this purpose, GCDL and GALN were reconstituted into

vesicles with unsaturated and protonated (natural isotopic

abundance) lipids, DOPE and DOPS (9:1 ratio of

DOPE:DOPS), and protein:lipid ratios ranging from 1:3.5

to 1:17, and the enhancement of lipid signals was recorded.

In addition, another sample was prepared with a 1:3.5

protein:lipid ratio, but with only 17 % of the protein spin

labeled (5:1 ratio of gramicidin D:GALN) and

enhancement of the protein NMR spectrum was recorded

for this co-reconstituted system.

Lipid signals dominated the spectra when the protein

was reconstituted into fully 1H DOPE/DOPS bilayers. DNP

enhancements of the lipid peaks exhibited by these samples

were comparable to the protein enhancements observed in
2H lipids, i.e. ranged from three- to six-fold (Table 1). In

the case of the GCDL samples (Samples 1–5, Table 1), e
values were *3.5 and relatively unaffected by protein

concentration. In the GALN samples (Samples 6–10,

Table 1), where, as noted above, the intermolecular intra-

radical distance determined by ESR is 7.5 Å (Dzikovski

et al. 2011), e was [5 fold (Fig. 4). There is no notable

effect on the DNP enhancement or on the NMR lineshape

as the effective radical concentration is increased (e.g. the

samples prepared with a 1:3.5 protein:lipid ratio vs. with a

1:17 lipid:protein molar ratio). Based upon the gramicidin

area and bilayer thickness, the effective concentration for

the dilute samples in bilayers is estimated to be 27 mM for

GALN (with 1:17 protein:lipid molar ratio, estimated

treating the lipids in the bilayer as solvent, ignoring the

presence of bulk water, since the radicals are localized to

the bilayer). These concentrations are comparable to

saturated solutions of TOTAPOL and to concentrations

used in prior studies with exogenously added TOTAPOL.

Presumably the proximity of the NMR observed site to the

radical is consistent throughout the series, and is the im-

portant parameter, whereas the average concentrations

appear not to be relevant.

In the next step in our investigation, we measured 1H T1

relaxation for various lipid sites in the fully protonated

samples. Relaxation effects are important in determining

the overall enhancement and the quality of the spectra.

Interestingly, the two samples GCDL and GALN exhibited

very different relaxation profiles. We recorded the lipid 1H

T1s for vesicles containing GALN and GCDL; the proton

relaxation is of interest since the DNP effect was based on

the proton polarization (and subsequently transferred to the

heteronuclei). Lipid NMR spectra of GCDL vesicles

showed 1H relaxation times of 2.8–3.8 s for sites within the

membrane (peaks 2, 4, 5, Fig. 4). This may be consistent

with the formation of a channel structure where each spin

label is situated near the membrane head groups, and dis-

tant from the membrane interior, consistent with the results

from ESR. The 1H T1 of the lipid head group was 4.3 s. In

the case of GALN, however, T1 relaxation rates for these

internal resonances were considerably shorter. The peaks

originating from the transmembrane lipid double bond

exhibit a T1 half of that observed in the GCDL samples.

This is consistent with the formation of the head-to head

dimer (PDB:1MAG) (Ketchem et al. 1996) with the ni-

troxide pair located in the middle of the bilayer (Dzikovski

et al. 2011). However, this result contrasts from what might

Fig. 3 1H–13C cross polarization 1D 13C NMR spectra of GALN and

GCDL. Blue traces are DNP-enhanced spectra upon microwave

irradiation while red traces are the same experiment without

microwave irradiation. Spectra for 2H lipid vesicle bound GALN

(a) and GCDL (b) reveal protein peaks, despite the fact that the

protein has natural abundance 13C. Aliphatic regions are highlighted

in the insert. All spectra were acquired at 400 MHz 1H Larmor

frequency with a sample temperature of 105 K (uncorrected for

microwave heating and MAS. True sample temperature is estimated

to be 115 K). Spectra were processed with 30 Hz of Gaussian line

broadening. Observed signal enhancements for GALN (a) was C6,

and C3.5 in the case of GCDL. To obtain comparable S/N in spectra

acquired without DNP enhancement would require *25 h of signal

averaging
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be expected near 100 K, where molecular motions are

significantly attenuated and the corresponding 1H–1H spin

diffusion should be fast enough that measured 1H T1 values

appear to reach uniformity. It appears with the present data

that the fast spin diffusion T1 limit is reached for the water

accessible sites (The T1 for the lipid head group being

nearly identical between the two samples), but it is sig-

nificantly different in the case of the lipid side chains. This

likely results from a weaker network of 1H–1H couplings

within the bilayer, arising from an arrangement where,

unlike water, there is no hydrogen bonding network and the

relative distances between many of the 1H resonances is

slightly longer. This is an interesting result and suggests

that embedded radicals in lipid environments might prove

useful for two reasons. First, once the molecular geometry

is better optimized compared to GALN, where the

nitroxides are slightly more distal and the relative tensor

orientations are more perpendicular, the polarization en-

hancement might be greater as less polarization will be lost

to spin diffusion. Secondly, the measured T1 gradient could

also be utilized to detect both the formation of inter-

molecular interfaces and the depth of insertion of trans-

membrane proteins. Both of these observations could

enhance the study of membrane proteins using DNP.

Conclusions

In summary, we illustrate that small proteins such as

gramicidin, or other paramagnetically tagged molecules

could be developed to provide efficient polarization en-

hancements of other molecules embedded into the bilayer.

These results highlight a promising future for performing

DNP upon membrane samples with covalently bound spin

labels. Covalent attachment of the radical to the molecules

of interest avoids issues of solubility of the radicals, and

could therefore have many advantages over exogenously

added radical polarizing agents. We further illustrate an

intriguing possibility that radical pairs that form at inter-

molecular interaction surfaces can serve as polarization

sources. Such approaches could play a significant role in

future efforts to apply DNP to membrane proteins.
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